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Sweet Rain is a project to make the notion of sweet rain substantial. The sweet rain, falling down 

in the underground venue of Insa Art Space, is man-made rain mixed with saccharine, a 

synthesized sweetener. Viewers may enjoy and taste the sweet rain, wearing a raincoat or using an 

umbrella rented from its first floor. Sweet rain means „rain falling properly and quite necessarily 

for a certain period‟, as we often say “After a long drought sweet rain comes.” This word, sweet 

rain reminds us of an original meaning and a sweet taste. The adjective „sweet‟ has diverse 

meanings: it is used to refer to „feels good‟ or „tastes good‟. Beak Jung-ki intends to represent the 

idea of sweet rain sensuously, reconstructing the relationship between its signifier and signified.  

 

Beak recently presented a series of works addressing the motif of water, such as Pray for Rain 

(2008), a performance featuring a ritual for rain in Morocco; Read the River (2008) presenting his 

interpretation of a river; Greener Greener (2009) blending a blue pigment in a pond; and Sweet 

Rain (2010). All these works have roots in his early Vaseline series. This series is based on his 

childhood memory of Vaseline, a skin cream used as a panacea for headaches, digestive problems, 

and even as a sedative. This series encompassed work making protective equipment like gloves, 

helmets, and armor with Vaseline, and also work repairing the cracks of a building with Baseline in 

Treatment (2007).  

 

This Baseline series shows how a placebo effect works, that is, how a belief in an object or an idea 

expands an object‟s function. Through this work, Beak noted the more fundamental possibility 

healing water provides, as in Vaseline‟s moisturizing function, alongside this work‟s intention to 

protect and heal the artist himself and his friends. Water has been regarded as a symbol for 

giving birth and maintaining life in all civilizations of the East and West, and in all ages.  

 

The artist manifests his concerns with environmental issues through a performance featuring a 

ritual for rain in Morocco, and work observing and chronicling images of minute particles of water 

with a microscope from the Spree River in Germany and the Clyde River in Britain, and 

interpreting the features of each city based on the images. He paid attention to social curing 

through water, while joining actual environmental movements.  



 

His 2009 project Greener Greener is to visualize a phenomenon associated with natural colors 

such as blue water, red fruit, and green leaves, and define the ideal nature of objects rather than 

just describing one of its attributes. That is, this work is to evocate the essence of nature by 

revealing a reverse effect where an idea makes us perceive nature unnaturally.  

 

In his early Baseline series, the artist focused on the theme of treatment, which began healing his 

own external wounds. This project continued to work urging change in our awareness of 

environmental issues, reminding us of the nature of objects through a visualization of the frame of 

linguistic structures governing our idea. However, he intends to seek communication more 

realistically and sensuously rather than sticking to the conceptual.  

 

While his recent projects such as White Air (2009) and Greener Greener (2009) focus on our sense 

of sight, employing color-related glossaries, Sweet Rain demonstrates an expansion of the senses 

to the senses of taste, hearing, and touch. Stimulating the senses, Beak enables viewers to 

appreciate the latter work by using all their senses. In this sense, the use of the senses such as the 

palate, auditory, and tactile senses make possible both physical and mental contact and friendly 

communion with viewers. Sweet Rain is an attempt to communicate with viewers more 

aggressively through an approach to our synesthesia.  

 

This somewhat extravagant attempt to reenact sweet rain makes viewers smile and feel happiness 

as they actually taste the sweet rain. Providing the pleasure we feel when our imagination comes 

true, the Sweet Rain exhibition will lift our spirits like the feeling of sweet rain falling after a long 

period of drought.  

 


